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Dear Steve, 

While ordinarily I would hesitate to consult my public-relations counsellor on his 
day off, time is pressing. This is the draft of a letter I propose giving Bradlee. 
I will explain the context when I return, for Impplan to leave this under -'our 
door while you are still abbeep. 

When I return I expect to tell you something nett I believe will interest yeu 
and possibly your paper. 

There has been a possibly good development. I had a phone call yesterday from 
the editor of a trade publication called BOOES. He is excited by mine and finds 
it, its contents, its form and even its feel attractive. He is doing what he 
described as either his lead or a major story on it in his coming issue. From what 
he asked permission to use, it will apparently be a long story. He will also say 
that the book can be bought directly from me, by mail, and will speak to a 
New York distributor. It is not the contenyof the book alone that he regards as 
news, but also its form and history. 

Have you had any response from Swinton? The story was killed at the DC desk. 

Unless detained at my first stop, the Archives, where I plan to get a microfilm 

the Post will print and share with me, I 
I'll phone. 

should be at the Post about 10, when 

(:(7_110-1L 

 

  



Events, like a flooding river, achieve a force and momentum of their on that 

it is beyond man's power to control unless he has planned and prepared. The time 

to_sandbag is beftbre the crest. The time to control and channel events is before 

emotions run as wild as the relentless, endless waters. 

We have had but a few b4f moments to talk. I had no more time with Al 

Friendly. In any event, as I told Larry Stern, I shall use any and every means I 

honorably can to persuade you, for I am convinced every interest demands it. You 

are and must be occupied by many concerns. My eye is on the onrushing flood alone. 

Unless we prepare while there is still time, we shall all be engulfed in a powerful 

swirl of great forces on which we may have as little ef:ect as the commanding Canute. 

The dourt I havyceid to The Ehshington Post goes back to November 196 . In all 

this time, until now there has been no encouragement. Why, then, have I persisted 

sagt-clecl=seesftepassi 	Coral may be more red thanker lips' red, and black wires may 

grow on her head. -r° /de frtt.-1 /41". 

T11.8 simply this: ixbieltsw I think you believe as I do and want Whet I want. 

totifkpr 
By now it must be clear that financial gain is not my main drive, It-must-be- 

preoeeupied-by-priztit 
'd have 

knocked at other doors. 



Closeness to my book and its subject, admittedly, may have destroyed my 

perspective, but I do not think so. I believe, es clearly Al Friendly does, 

that this is one of the major events in our history. There is no other quite 

like it, no other perhaps as odious. And the longer we delay doing something about 

it, the more it gets complicated with other growing crises. 

Were ours a parliamentary system, need I tell you the potential of this subject? 

By now I have subjected myself to every test - indifference, trial by chamption, 

compurgation, and weftiseale_evenasserk=ithe defendant in the jury box. 

And by now you have confirmation of the thrust and potential of the other 

panding books, especially Epstein's, which was offered to Washington bookstores 

to my knowledge May 19, for June delivery. In his confirmation to Larry Stern and 

Dan Kurzman, Mr. Willens went farthur than I alleged and suggested right-wing 

political motives from within the Commission stPt. These are the people who delivered 

their confidential files to Epstein and may thereby control thedoctrine of his book. 

I have shown your people the exact words of Mark Lane, in his epistolary assault 

upon me, and of Trevor-Roper, in his introduction to Lane's book. They are unequivocal. 

These men and this book are dedicated to the proposition that all the blame is 

Earl Warren's. If you doubt this, I will deliver the documents to you. 
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They are neither right nor just, and their success is not alone Earl Warren's 

but the country's hurt. Their success will be a major.success for the John Birch 

Society and all it stands for and an_almost immeasurable loss for all that I 

em certain the Post agrees with me is decent end good in our society. Some of this 

clan has gone so far as\to almost deify the FBI. Victor Salandria, a lawyer from 

Philadelphia, in an Article in The Minority of One for March actually dedicates 

xim„.ft-)  
the piece to an FBI agent, one of the key men in making the Whitewash! Fie repeats 

A 

this dedication in the Wax April issue/In discussing the FBI repor-5,4 13. 

ihtm-hefinds it possible to avoid mention of bw=ttpthe significance of this report 

nk4 
in the Commission's work and the failure of 4411-e report to account for the President's 

wound in the front of the neck and the bullet that missed entirely, virile accounting 

44 Air, 1- 	 the r 
for three shots without iftli4 I have these issues if you dOubt my word. 	editor 

of this journaletas slandered me with such sbenla and venom that I asked Larry 

Stern if he'd like to own e—esielinswegereirted) 	T 	. NAXIKIDIUNZ-41:ts—ed-itor, 

Ivitcr=ailsee-b-mieepd=nrAPe.t*z I did not fawn on Mr. Hoover, and I did give 

the true meaning of his report to the Commission. 

What is stranger and today more dubious that. this new-found love between the 

irresponsible left and Mr. Hoover': 
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Yet, by defeul$, this is the doctrine that will prevail these the voices that 

"141"1  will be hearb-an6. linopposed, will be credited. 

--- There is no way of protecting Earl Warren and the other Commissioners from 

their legitimate faults, and there is no way of glossing over the error of the 

government. Nor should there be, in our society. As I seek only an honest judgement 

of him, who I do respect, by both his contemporaries and history, so also do I seek' 

it for th.ose members of the Commission for whom I have no xamm such regard. num 

Their willingness to undertake a profitless and very disagreeable responsibility, 

another of the requirements of our kind of society, should not be their entire 

undoing. Are they the villains or are they, really, the victims? Are they evil 

and Mr. Jinover good! Did they really do this bad thing, or was it done for them in 

Lt./144*d 

their names, in a situation where they had little if indeed an4choice? And are 

those who, I am certain, bear the major responiIlity, to esciale it by trans( 

simply shifting it where it does not rightly belong? 

There is but one way fti.iniamimAtil4-minimize the great harm that cannot 

be - 10=4 should not be - entirely avoided. That is by a full and honest airing. 

This means no herOe and no goats. This calls for the cliche, "Let the chips fall 

where they may." Of all the possibilities of which I am aware, my book is the only 
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such means available. It has no hero, and it seeks no goats. It In s adjectives 

sarcalAPI 	
""irti-V and a=3;1=CiP8Ifeeseart that editing 	eliminate; but it tam awaited that 

editing for 15 months and then, by the alternatives to its hasty printing, was 

denied it. The story cannot be told in a few news stories, nor can it be told 

with hitherto unpublished evidence. It can and must be told only in a painstaking 

and careful retelling of the story of the Commission end its work. I do not believe 

it is immodest to claim that I alene have done this. Epstein makes no such pretense. 

Ami Lane and his champion Trevor-Roper. make it explicit they have no#such intention. 

Were my book in the hands of a major publisher who lavished upon it whet 'ha= 

^'i' 

 -447%ooks are getting, major public-relations campaigns and advertising 

budgets, it still could not do whet I  believe must be done, for even a wild best-

seller reaches but a small minority of-the population. Here is where the importance 

of syndication and serialization in newspapers lies, for only through the newspapers 

may any appreciable percentage of thee population be reached with the meticulous 

documentation by which alone, I believe, the truth can come out. 

My perseverance with The Washington Post has a simple—s eble 

basis: of all the possibilities that may be open to me, I believe that the Post 
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1,104A IhAn At Aced 	(.1 

and its syndicate are 	likely to edit end C-tettract these 110,000 words 

more ftfthfully and meee=is the spirit and wAth—the motives with which I wrote 

themejbep—acy—e-ther. 

There are other aspects I would like to recall to you. Can you invent 

e more important or significant news story? And should it not be more than 

journalistically worthwhile? Should it not also be profitable? Do you .e:tee want 

to abdicate to the Lane and the Epstein approaches144r4,j-ilftc CA/412i-A/41,/rnt'w:n 

btkh a,panftt? 

Al Friendl, put it well in his letter of March 25 when he said if I "could 

demonstrate that the circumstance,of the murder and the nature of the investigation 

were different in major degree from those we have been led to believe,"Now I 

"would not have merely an interesting account but the most sensational story since 

the assasainatuon itslef.kAny publisher who provided" me "the vehicle for sach a 

denit;stration would be showered with riches antWbr." 

Does the book meet his test? Hundred. have read it with a critical eye, 

including lawyers, politicians, editors of various kinds, correspondents, your 

own reporters, perhaps you, too. I have sent it to members of the Kennedy 

family to all the members of the Commission save Mr. MCCloy, whose address I do not 

have; More than a hundred members of the working press have it. In all, I have 



given away about a thousand dollars' worth of these books, a very considerable sum 

for me, and subjected it to the most critical scrutiny. You, with my assent, gave 

even the questions you would ask from it to a representative of the Commission 

several days in advance of the asking. 

Mr. Friendly said that, for a pub'isher to earn these riches and honors, the 

book need only demonstrate that in major degree there was a difference between 

fact and what we have been told. Neither the Commission's members, its staff 

representative, the working press including your own people - nlone has reported 

a single error. It would seem the book has more than met his test. 

There are other a)nsiderations I would press upon you. For example, would 

you lik,  me, in less than five minutes (show you how a credible case can be 

made for pinning the assassination on the government, especially on Lyndon 

Johnson Tbe incontroverted evidence on which this can easily be hung is there, 
•- 

in the record, and I believe there are those who would not shun its misuse. 

This is one of the many flaws of the Commission's staff work. I did not avoid it, 

but not one of the hundreds of people who have read the book got the wrong impression, 

or made the wrong interpretation. 
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This sort of thing can be done almost without limit. I am offering the 

Post an opportunity to do as much as can now be done to stop it. 

In fact, the basis of my appeal-is just this. It is not the possibility of 

lv 	
goal 4 es■ 

embarrassment p‘ having given up whet trktepe—ereems—to—be--exery—pxaspeat—ts—a- 

good and profitable thing, although I believe, with Mr. Friendly, that this is 

the case. It is the opportunity to serve the national interest with responsibility 

and perhaps in a manner not often provided. 

Finally, I make a personal appeal. The late President had many friend'', 

of whom you were one. My offer provides you with the opportunity to see to it that 

his murderers may yet be brought to justice. 



Herold Weisberg Hyattstown, Md. 20734 	301- WA6-2034;TR4-4246 

In the guise of importing on my book, MITEWASH - THE REPORT ON THE WARREN 
REPORT and one by Edward J. Epstein, the press recently carried a lengthy 
apology for the errors of the CommissiOn. Not any of the evidence contained in 
mrbook, which comes entirely from the official testimony and exhibits, to which 

theory developed by a member of the staff of the Comaission, 
voi that s ingle bullet inflicted all 'Wilk' non-fatal injuries of both the President and 

Governor Conallb -this story quoted none of my extensive mobilization of the 
evidence on the point, which is entirely against the theory. For the bullet to 
have accomplished what the Commission attributed to it, besides what it would have 
done to the President, it had to smash the Governors fifth rib for ten inches, 
smash his wrist and imbed a fragment in his femur, leave fragments in both his 
chest and his$ wrist, and remain unmutilated and virtually intact. All the experts, 
including those in forensic medicine, said it could not have happened. The Comnission 
and this story quotes the,opposite. The 1BI expert said of this bullet, unmarked 1414 	4145.-/  by all the ones it struck, that even coarse cloth or leather would have marked it. 4 
This bullet would also have had to tumble yet magically stop tumbling end stike frith 
only its trailing edge, then tumble again, etc. 

Likewise, all of the other testimony attriAtpd to the doctors and others in is 	 For example, this story titt other than accurate./The doctor quoted as saying there need not 
have been prompt reaction to the shot in fact said the Governor would have reacted 
immediately, and he was supported by all the forensic medical experts. 

The purpose of this notice is 6 inform the press that upon request I will 
from the official documentation of the Commission show that all the statements 
mustered in opposition to the unquoted single aspect of my book are without 

exception untrue. I will welcome the opportunity to do so. 

it is extensively referenced, was quoted or even referred to. der.' "Alta 
• .1:  


